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Loved and worshipped, hated and feared, cats have been companions
to humanity for thousands of years.

A carnivorous mammal in the Felidae family, the cat’s evolutionary
origin is not a clear picture. The most ancient known ancestor
is an animal called Miacis, which had a slender body and short legs.
As for our own dear Felis domesticus, fossils resembling the modern
domestic cat, a cross between Felis sylvestris and Felis lybica, date
back some ten to twelve million years.

The earliest known companion cat dates to about 4,500 years ago,
when a cat was buried with its master in an Egyptian tomb. Called
mau, resembling the sound cats make (the word also means “to see”),
cats in Egypt were often mummified and placed in tombs as members
of the family. Sometimes mummified mice were placed in the tombs
with the cats to ensure their sustenance in the afterlife. In 1890, at one
ancient tomb complex in Egypt, 300,000 cat mummies were discovered.
Cats were considered sacred to the Egyptians, who were grateful to
them for ridding the granaries of mice. They showed their appreciation
by deifying their feline helpers in the persona of a half cat, half woman
goddess named Bast.

By the beginning of the Middle Ages in Europe, cats were still tolerated
as mouse-catching aids, but by the middle of the thirteenth
century things began to change. Many beliefs and practices of the old
pagan religions still existed at the time, and these beliefs came under
intense persecution. Because the rites of the pagan goddess of fertility,
Freya, include a role for the cat, cats too were accused and persecuted.
The animals were seen as carriers of evil, brought about by
their mysterious nature. Witches also came to be associated with cats.
This belief led to authorized persecution of cats, and by the year 1400
cats were close to extinction.
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Thinking in PostscriptAddison Wesley, 1990
This book is intended to provide a practical, intriguing, and fresh look at
the PostScript programming language. PostScript is a mysterious
language, powerful and cryptic. It is expressive and complicated and yet
surprisingly simple. In order to master a programming language, you have
to learn to think like the compiler or...
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Herpes Simplex Virus: Methods and Protocols (Methods in Molecular Biology)Humana Press, 2019

	
		This second edition volume expands on the previous edition with a discussion of new and updated methods used to study the Herpes Simplex Virus (HSV), along with a look at the latest developing technologies such as next generation sequencing, CRISPR/Cas9 engineering, and the use of BioID to identify protein-protein interactions....
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Skype Hacks: Tips & Tools for Cheap, Fun, Innovative Phone ServiceO'Reilly, 2005
If you've heard about Skype--and who hasn't with all the recent media attention devoted to internet telephone services--chances are you've been mighty tempted to try it out. Skype Hacks tells you what all the Skype hype is about, explains the basics, and shows you more than 100 clever tips and...
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Numerical Techniques in Electromagnetics with MATLABCRC Press, 2009

	Despite the dramatic growth in the availability of powerful computer resources, the EM community lacks a comprehensive text on the computational techniques used to solve EM problems. The first edition of Numerical Techniques in Electromagnetics filled that gap and became the reference of choice for thousands of engineers,...
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First Steps: Developing BizTalk ApplicationsApress, 2007
When I first decided to learn about BizTalk, I went to Microsoft’s site and downloaded the 120-day evaluation copy along with all of the available documentation and tutorials. I worked my way through one of the tutorials, and I then purchased a book about BizTalk. Even though the book and the Microsoft documentation were helpful, I still did...
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How to Read Faster and Recall MoreHow to Books, 2007

	In today's information-laden and time-constrained world we are required to digest an increasing amount of written and printed material. Most people, in their capacity as student, job seeker, employee or leisure reader, want to be able to deal with their daily reading faster and also recall it effectively. This book gives you the means to...
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